A Novel Approach to Quantify Data Set Topology
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Recently, a multitude of different benchmark data sets with various design criteria and widely different screening performance were published for ligand-based and structure-based virtual screening (VS) methods. The results of VS strongly depend on the underlying data sets. Self-similarity of the active compounds and their separation to the inactive compounds are two important factors for the screening performance in retrospective VS studies.[1][2]

The aim of this study is to characterize these two factors for ligand-based VS with novel measures of data set topology. Recently, three different, publicly available benchmark data sets (MUV, DUD and a subset from ChEMBL) were evaluated with various ligand-based VS techniques.[3] These data sets are used to study and characterize different data set topologies. Furthermore, the new measures of topology are correlated with the VS performance.

In addition to the already known Refined Nearest Neighbor Analysis,[4] measures based on Bemis-Murcko scaffolds (BMS) and maximum common substructures (MCS) were developed to characterize the individual data sets.

It is shown that composite measures derived from BMS and MCS correlate well with the screening performance. These results are in accord with previous studies by Rohrer et al. in which the topology in the simple descriptor space was related to the VS performance.[4]